CREATING SANTA BARBARA INTERIORS
FOR 20 YEARS

Monte ito
Miscellany
by Richard Mineards

Richard covered the Royal Family for Britain’s Daily Mirror and Daily Mail, and was an editor on New
York Magazine. He was also a national anchor on CBS, a commentator on ABC Network News, host on
E! TV, a correspondent on the syndicated show Extra, and a commentator on the KTLA Morning News.
He moved to Montecito nine years ago.

Break A Leg? Don’t Mention It

I

t couldn’t have come at a worse
time for Santa Barbara Polo Club
patron Ben Soleimani.
The 41-year-old Iranian entrepreneur, who was raised in London and
Los Angeles, broke his leg in a polo
match in Argentina just days before
his mega black-tie wedding to longtime girlfriend Gimena Loza, in front
of myriad guests at the Alvear Palace
Hotel in La Recoleta, Buenos Aires’s
version of Holmby Hills, and will be
hobbling down the aisle on crutches to Santa Barbara Polo Club patron Ben Soleimani
tie the knot on Sunday, November 27. has a memorable wedding day (photo by David
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ur smile can be the start of something new!

ur cosmetic options include:

Your smile can be the start of something new!

Customized porcelain veneers made by world famous lab technicians
When you
feel better
about your smile, you tend to feel better about yourself. You will walk out of Dr. Weiser’s
ZOOM!
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Your cosmetic options include:
• Customized porcelain veneers made by world famous lab technicians
• ZOOM! In ofﬁce whitening
• Invisalign “The Clear Braces”
• Natural tooth colored restorations and ﬁllings
• Laser gum contouring
• Dental implants

Call805-899-3600
805-899-3600 forfor
your
Call
your
FREE Cosmetic
Cosmetic Consultation!
FREE
Consultation!

Creating the healthy smile you want
through science and artistry

Creating the healthy smile you want through science and artistry

805.899.3600 • 1511 State Street • www.santabarbaradds.com
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METER-READING DATES:

Monday – Tuesday
November 28, & 29

WHAT’S NEW THIS MONTH:
Water Main Replacement – Roadwork has started on
Hot Springs Road between East Mountain Drive and East
Valley Road. The District recommends avoiding the area
by using alternate routes during construction.
Construction Hours – 7:30 AM to 4:00 PM. Mon. through
Fri. No construction during Thanksgiving weekend,
November 24 and 25.
More Information – if you have any questions, please
call (805) 969-2271 or visit our website.
Sign-Up for Our Enewsletter
Get the latest news sent to
your inbox by signing up at
www.montecitowater.com

info@montecitowater.com
www.montecitowater.com

Three years ago, he founded the RH
polo team three years after becoming
a partner with Restoration Hardware
to create the Ben Soleimani Collection
of rugs and carpets for the tony chain,
which has a branch on State Street.
As patron, his team won the America’s
Cup in 2013 and the Argentine Gold
Cup the following year.
Among those jetting the 6,123
miles for the lavish ceremony are
Summerland hotel magnate Pat and
Ursula Nesbitt, investor Robert and
Robin Fell, accompanied by their two
sons, Alexander and Harrison, developer Justin Klentner, patron of the
Klentner Ranch team, and his British
interior designer wife, Amanda
Masters, and mega developer Geoff
Palmer, patron of the Antelope team,
and his wife Anne.
It should be quite a leg-endary occasion.
Wouldn’t Genoa It

(805) 969-2271

I’m Aisli

Montecito Water District 1/4 page advertisement runs November 17, 2016.

Marco Fossati, new executive chef at the Biltmore

When I grow up,
I want to be an orthodontist.
Likes: Interior design, soccer, backgammon
Dislikes: Celery, dirty things, busy work

I AM THE KNOX SCHOOL
The Knox School of Santa Barbara serves gifted children in grades
1-8. Our highly individualized curriculum meets students at their
ability level while nurturing each child’s deep intellectual curiosity,
high ethical standards and social-emotional growth.
1525 Santa Barbara Street • 805.222.0107 • www.KnoxSchoolSB.org
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Another Italian culinary wizard has
taken charge of the kitchens at the
Biltmore.
Marco Fossati, who hails from
Genoa, is taking over the sprawling
facility that serves the Bella Vista,
Tydes at the Coral Casino, and the
Ty Lounge, replacing Alessandro
Cartumini who, after six years in our
Eden by the Beach, has become food
and beverage director at the Hualalai,
another Four Seasons resort on the
Kona-Kohala coast of Hawaii.
Marco started with the oh-so-tony
hotel chain in Milan 18 years ago and
worked at the Hotel Royal Monceau
in Paris before becoming chef de cuisine at Flavio Briatore in Porto Cervo,
Sardinia – a resort founded by the Aga
Khan – and the D.O.C. restaurant in
Hamburg, Germany.
More recently, he held a similar position at the Four Seasons in
Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt, and the Four
Seasons Silicon Valley in Palo Alto,
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where he was executive chef for the
past six years.
Recently, he was selected to cook at
the legendary James Beard House in
Manhattan.
Welcome to the ‘hood.
Hot Wheels

1962 Ferrari 250 GTO Ferrari obviously a
good investment

Montecito’s Craig McCaw, who
made his billions with cellular telephones and four years ago bought the
world’s most expensive automobile, a
$35-million, apple-green 1962 Ferrari
250 GTO, which belonged to British
racing driver Stirling Moss, is about
to be left in the dust.
Another 1962 blue model, the second to roll off the production line
from the Italian manufacturer, which
raced at Le Mans and Sebring, is on
the market for an astonishing $55
million.
Despite being more than 50 years
old, the car, one of only 36 made, goes
from O to 60 mph in fewer than six
seconds and has a top speed of more
than 170 mph.
The pricey vehicle is being sold by
John Collins, who runs U.K.-based
Ferrari specialist Talacrest, who has
set the unprecedented open-market asking price. It will be the ninth
Ferrari 250 GTO he has sold.
“It is the Holy Grail of classic cars,”
he says. “People are looking at investing in assets, and this is a lot better
than a painting on the wall.”
In 1969, it was sold for $5,400 and
then again, later that year, for $11,000.
The car changed hands in 1975
when it was bought for $13,000 and
restored, selling in 1978 for $125,000.
With a $55-million asking price, the
auto is 245 times more expensive than
a brand-new Ferrari 488.
The GTO has become the ultimate
status symbol in the exotic car world,
with owners including Polo fashion
tsar Ralph Lauren, Pink Floyd drummer Mike Mason, and Walmart heir
Rob Walton.
Back and Forth
The Big Bang Theory will meet Back to
the Future in an upcoming episode of
the science centric show’s 10th season.
Montecito actor Christopher Lloyd
will be a guest star in a mystery role
on the December 1 episode, I’m told.
The 78-year-old thespian is bestknown for playing the eccentric time
traveling inventor, Dr. Emmett Brown,
in the Robert Zemeckis trilogy with
17 – 24 November 2016

Michael J. Fox.
The three-time Emmy winner is
also linked to the cerebral CBS sitcom
through director James Burrows, who
helmed episodes of Christopher’s
1980s sitcom, Taxi.
Meanwhile, the actor – soon to be
in Syfy’s 12 Monkeys – was recently in
Vancouver, Canada, at a fan expo.
Time Out
Life wasn’t easy for Montecito comedienne Ellen DeGeneres following
her 1997 Time magazine cover story in
which she came out of the closet.
“I was the punch line of lots of
jokes,” the 58-year-old TV talk-show
host and former Oscars emcee admits
in the annual Out 100 issue.
“I laughed at some, but I realized
there’s somebody on the other side of
them. It’s cruel. I’ve never liked mean
comedy, but that became even more
important to me after I was the brunt
of it.”
The 28-time Emmy winner eventually went on to land her own daytime talker, The Ellen DeGeneres Show,
which is taped on the Warner Bros lot
in Burbank, which boosted her selfesteem. It is now in its 14th season
“Before this, I had a lot of insecurity,” the Finding Dory star confesses.
“I didn’t know if I was going to work
again... I slowly gained the confidence

Congratulations

to be authentic.”
Ellen, who tied the knot with actress
Portia de Rossi in 2008 – adds: “And
what I’ve learned about other people
is that they strive to be authentic, too.
So whether they fully support me,
love my lifestyle, or love that I am
married to a woman, I think they like
that authenticity, and they’re drawn
to it.”
The former T.G.I. Friday’s waitress
absolutely considers herself a shining
example of the anti-bullying slogan:
“It gets better.”
“Time is a strange thing. I was at
rock bottom and out of money, with
no work in sight, but one step at a
time, it gets better. It gets much better
than better.”
Brava.
Not So Empty
Author and TV newsman Bill
Dedman, who wrote the New York
Times bestseller Empty Mansions on
Santa Barbara heiress Huguette Clark,
tells me the book is available again
for film.
Two years ago, the fascinating tale
of the eccentric recluse, who died in
2011 at the age of 104, was optioned by
director-writer Ryan Murphy.
“But he didn’t make the film and
didn’t renew the option,” the Pulitzer
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to Marsha Kotlyar

Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
California Properties is pleased to
congratulate Marsha Kotlyar on the
successful representation of the seller
at 145 La Vereda Road which was
offered at $2,685,000.
Cal BRE 01426886

MontecitoFineEstates.com
Associates@MarshaKotlyar.com

805 565 4014

TICKLING
YOUR BRAIN

LAGUNA BLANCA
GRADES EK-4 OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, December 1
3:30-5:00PM
Ideas worth discovering.

• STARTING the Story of a Lifetime
• CREATING Connections in STEAM
• HOW Creativity and Technology Go Together
• WRITING that Encourages Expression
• MUSIC Magic
Parent drop-ins welcomed. Childcare available with reservations.
RSVP TO JBALAK@LAGUNABLANCA.ORG
17 – 24 November 2016
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Prize-winning investigative reporter
tells me. “So, we’re shopping it around
again through our agent Matthew
Snyder at CAA.
“There have been continuing discussions about a deal with HBO and
Jessica Lange, but nothing yet.”
The colorful tome, which I wrote
about in this illustrious organ,
remained on the NY Times list for
nine straight weeks. It also became
the number-one bestselling nonfiction
e-book in the U.S.
Stay tuned.

Seong in the Air
It isn’t often an historic orchestra
gets upstaged, but that’s exactly what
happened at the Granada when the
115-year-old Warsaw Philharmonic,
under veteran conductor Jacek
Kaspszyk, performed as part of the
CAMA international series.
The talented musicians, who have
performed in our tony town a number of times, played Brahms Tragic
overture in D minor and Weinberg’s
symphony No. 4 in A minor, but
it was Polish composer Frederic
Chopin’s piano concerto No. 1 in
E minor with 22-year-old South
Korean Seong-Jin Cho on the keyboard that brought the packed house
to its feet.
Cho, who first garnered attention
when he won first prize at the Chopin
international piano competition in
Warsaw last year, was absolutely sublime, caressing the keys with a delicate finesse. He is rightly considered
one of the most distinctive artists of
his generation and in January signed
an exclusive contract with Deutsche
Grammophon.
Such was the lengthy rapturous
standing ovation that Cho played an
encore of Debussy’s Clair de Lune.
A young man to watch.
Please Remain CALM
Records were broken when CALM
hosted its 6th annual Calm at Heart:
Awakening lunch at the Coral Casino,
with a record 220 guests and a record
take of $130,000 for the nearly 50-year-

CALM CEO Alana Walczak with keynote speaker
Jennifer Freed and Rendy Freedman (photo by
Scott Gibson)

CALM at Heart committee members Adele Laufer, Sherri Ball, Fiona Stone, Pati Clark, Stephanie
Sokolove, Susan Henry, and Ashlyn McCague (photo by Scott Gibson)

Walczak spoke about the organization’s work, which has an annual budget of $7 million and 2,000 clients.
Among the supporters were Rob
and Judy Egenolf, Barbara BenHorin, Palmer Jackson, Geoff Green,
Jeff and Elizabeth Lovelace, Gillian
Launie, Frank Hotchkiss, Vicki
Riskin, Janet Wolf, Jean Schuyler,
Anne Gersh, Nancy Sheldon, and
Gail Beust.

Judy Egenolf, Steve Lyons, Leah Temkin, Bob Temkin, and Susan Miles Gulbransen (photo by Scott
Gibson)

Several members of the CALM Auxiliary came out to support the event. The Auxiliary has raised funds
and friends for CALM since 1971. (photo by Scott Gibson)

old charity, which prevents, assesses, and treats child abuse throughout
Santa Barbara County.
The bustling bash, chaired by

Forest for the Trees
The Pearl Chase Society hosted
a bustling 90th birthday bash for
Kellam de Forest, son of Lockwood
and Elizabeth de Forest, the famous
Santa Barbara landscape gardeners
who worked on such historic estates
as Casa de Herrero and Val Verde.
More than 60 guests turned out at
Arnoldi’s for the party, which also
raised funds toward Lockwood’s
exhibition at the Smithsonian in
Washington and was assisted by
David and Kitty Perry, the 79-yearold eatery’s owners. Kitty is also a
society board member.
Among those turning out to fete
Kellam, who early in his career
was hired by Star Trek creator Gene
Rodenberry as a researcher on the hit
TV series and is now involved in landscape preservation, were his sisters,
Elizabeth and Ann de Forest, Sue
Adams, Steve Dowty, Rick Closson,
and Erik Davis.

Joanne Rapp, Judy Egenolf, Maryan Schall, and Sally Barden (photo by Scott Gibson)
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Stephanie Sokolove, was emceed
by ubiquitous radio host Catherine
Remak with Jennifer Freed, co-founder of AHA! as the keynote speaker.
After a new CALM video was premiered, the non-profit’s CEO Alana
• The Voice of the Village •



Toast the Coast
Coast 2 Coast, the charming La
Arcada gift store, celebrated its fifth
anniversary with a sunset soirée for
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Chatting up Christmas gifts is Rob Essman of Waterford Crystal with customer Lucy Hromadka; also
enjoying the spirit are Jeanne Hill of Coast 2 Coast, owner Bob Murphy, and Valentina Belyayeva, owner
and designer of Stanley Hagler, NYC (photo by Priscilla)

SBCPA CEO Craig Springer with the local winning harmonizing a cappella troupe “Air Play” Daniel Ozan,
Antonio Medrano, Jane Lui, Kurt Leingang, Jeffery Lum (Ben Prevsner), and Dan Burham, president of
SBCPA at the Granada Theatre (photo by Priscilla)

200 customers and friends.
The bustling boutique, crammed like
an Aladdin’s cave with crystal, china,
and jewelry, was formerly the site of
Hampstead Village, Angela Torin’s
Anglophile heaven before being taken
over by Bob and Holly Murphy.
“We made sure we opened on
11.11.11 because I considered that a
lucky number and we have never
regretted it,” says Holly. “It was the
only time in one hundred years that
the figures lined up. You couldn’t get
a nicer locale.”
Among those turning out to wish
Happy fans Chloe Long, Georgia Brown and Bella DeJohn (right) with Vocalosity tenor RJ Woessner
(photo by Priscilla)

Hearing Services of
Santa Barbara
Hearing Services
is dedicated to

“your better hearing health”
Call now to schedule your
free Hearing Aid Evaluation!
A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau

(805) 967-4200
www.hearingsb.com
5333 Hollister Ave, Ste 165

(in the New Goleta Valley Medical Building)

Among the decorative ornaments are Anne
Williams, Coast 2 Coast manager; and Holly
Murphy, owner; with Western Regional manager
of Lalique Pat Borgeson holding an exquisite
Lalique vase (photo by Priscilla)

the dynamic duo well were Mireille
Noone, Diana Starr Langley, Dana
Hansen, Carol Marsch, Christopher
Lancashire, and Catherine Gee,
judge Brian Hill, and Mindy and
Christopher Denson.
Perfect 10
Vocalosity, a talented group of 10

SBCPA Board’s Chris Lancashire, Eric Phillips, with Allen Sides, and Vocalosity producer; (seated)
Nicole Weiss, Vocalosity mezzo; Hayley Firestone Jessup, SBCPA VP for Advancement; Anne Sides, Amy
Whitcomb, Vocalosity soprano; Cheeyang Ng, Tenor; Haley Conklin, and Nattalyee Randall, Vocalosity
alto (photo by Priscilla)

FULL SERVICE MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
Ann Burre,

MA, FAAA
Dispensing Audiologist
AU1181

Established 1978

Muller & Go s s
IMPORT AUTO REPAIR
Specializing In

Mercedes • BMW•Audi
Rolls Royce• Mini•VW

962-1613

www.mullerandgoss.com
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424 N. Quarantina
Santa Barbara, CA

young a cappella singers, performed a
pitch-perfect concert at the Granada.
The East Coast-based tony troupe,
founded by music director Deke
Sharon, had an eclectic program ranging from historic Gregorian chants to
medlies of The Beatles and Motown
sound with choreography by Sean
Curran.
As a warm-up, Airplay, a sextet of
former UCSB students, also showed
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Members of the Santa Barbara High
School Madrigals entertained, as well
as the Festival Ballet, with scenes from
the Nutcracker, which they will be performing at the Arlington next month.
Included in the festive crowd were
David and Sharon Bradford, executive director Lynn Brittner, Eleanor
Van Cott. Warren and Marlene Miller,
and my Journal colleague and bridle
correspondent Lynn Kirst.

Having enjoyed the outstanding performance of pitches perfected of Vocalosity are attending harmonizing family Sofia Schuster, Blake Jones, Prudence “Pru” and Rob Sterin, Kristen and Karl Weis; (seated)
Ella Jones, Elise Guerrand-Hermes, Mary and John Blair (photo by Priscilla)

off their impressive vocal range.
It was an evening of high energy,
high note and everything in between.
A pre-show bash in the McCune
Founders Room attracted Mike
and Anne Towbes, Dan and Meg
Burnham, Eric and Nina Phillips,
Allen and Anne Sides, Christopher
Lancashire and Catherine Gee, Kevin
Contreras, Kristi Newton and Craig
and Kirsten Springer.
Yule See
Santa Barbara Historical Museum is
branching out!

For the first time, instead of throwing its annual Yuletide beano at
the museum, more than 150 guests
invaded the El Paseo restaurant for a
Lighting Up the Season party, chaired
by Lisa Burns and featuring 15 trees,
each gaily decorated with 200 colorful
Christmas lights, which were later
auctioned off by ubiquitous KEYT-TV
correspondent John Palminteri.
Accompanying each tree were myriad gift certificates, which helped raise
around $20,000 for the museum’s
school programs, which assists 3,000
local children annually.

Treasured Estates

A Premier Estate Liquidation and
Appraisal Firm

SANTA YNEZ ESTATE SALE

Featuring the Contents of John & Tracy Porter
Renowned Lifestyle Authors and Design Personalities.
Creators of Poetic Wanderlust, a Globally Inspired Brand
Showcasing Fine Jewelry and Couture Clothing, Home Furnishings and
Accessories. Their Modern Mix of Signature Textiles and Exotic Antiques
Collected Over Various Periods and Provinces
and Upcycled Vintage Chic Will Simply Captivate You!

Friday, Saturday & Sunday
November 18, 19 & 20, 2016
9am - 2pm
1518 Edison Street

and tell us what page it's on

in this edition of the Montecito Journal - Visit SBLIFE.COM
with the correct beach ball page number and enter to win
Dinner for 2 and a romantic cruise on the Double Dolphin!

Congratulations to our October winner - Sharon Gentile
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and

Pip! Pip!
Readers with tips, sightings, and
other amusing items for Richard’s column should email him at richardmin
eards@verizon.net or send invitations
or other correspondence to the Journal.
To reach Priscilla, email her at pris
cilla@santabarbaraseen.com or call
969-3301.
•MJ
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Santa Barbara Life Beach Ball Contest

Brought to you by:

Sightings: Fashion designer turned
filmmaker Tom Ford masticating at
Olio e Limone....Harry Potter actress
Emma Watson sashaying on State
Street...Singer Katy Perry lunching at
the Coral Casino

EARTHQUAKE RETROFITTING

Offering the Finest Estates and Liquidation Services in the Industry!
www.TreasuredEstates.com (805) 695-0047

Find the beach ball

Fond Farewell
On a personal note, I remember PBS
network anchor Gwen Ifill, who left
us this week after a quiet and dignified battle with cancer, at the age of 61.
I met Ifill, managing editor of
Washington Week and co-anchor of
NewsHour, three years ago when Larry
and Nancy Koppelman held a UCSB
Arts & Lectures reception at their
Montecito beach house.
A former reporter for The New York
Times and The Washington Post, she

transitioned to TV in the 1990s and
covered politics and Congress for
NBC News.
Ifill also moderated vice presidential debates in 2004 and 2008.
A talented journalist, who broke
many barriers, gone all too soon.

• FLOOR LEVELING
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• SITE DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
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• CONCRETE DRIVEWAYS

805.698.4318

FREE INSPECTION

William J. Dalziel
Lic#B311003 – Bonded & Insured
visit our site at:

www.williamjdalziel.com
billdalziel@yahoo.com
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